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關鍵字(中) 實際情況、解決、結論 

關鍵字(英) Actual situation、Solution、Conclusion 

摘要(中) Being a more efficient country is the solution to survive in this globalized a

nd competitive world that we are living in. Factors such as recycling could 

help different economies to reduce their pollution rates and manufacturing a

nd production costs and as a consequences they will become more cost effe

ctive and profitable. During the last decades, pollution rates have been incre

asing in a considerably way. Apart from that, non recycling issues brings hi

gher pollution rates to the society thanks to the wasted that is generated. As 

a consequence, we have decided to create a rewarding Eco compacting syst

em machine by which the society will be able to recycle their plastic and al

uminum bottles into this machine and they will receive a reward for helping 

the whole ecosystem to grow in a more sustainable way. By contributing wi

th this problem, we will help companies to increase their sales thanks to the 

rewarding offered system and decrease manufacturing costs because they w

ill be able to buy the recycled bottles offered from our company. 

摘要(英) Being a more efficient country is the solution to survive in this globalized a

nd competitive world that we are living in. Factors such as recycling could 

help different economies to reduce their pollution rates and manufacturing a

nd production costs and as a consequences they will become more cost effe

ctive and profitable. During the last decades, pollution rates have been incre



asing in a considerably way. Apart from that, non recycling issues brings hi

gher pollution rates to the society thanks to the wasted that is generated. As 

a consequence, we have decided to create a rewarding Eco compacting syst

em machine by which the society will be able to recycle their plastic and al

uminum bottles into this machine and they will receive a reward for helping 

the whole ecosystem to grow in a more sustainable way. By contributing wi

th this problem, we will help companies to increase their sales thanks to the 

rewarding offered system and decrease manufacturing costs because they w

ill be able to buy the recycled bottles offered from our company. 
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